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1) user manual exhibit appears to show only brief instructions and/or regulatory info - pursuant to 
2.1033(c) please submit final product operating instructions to be provided to end user  
User Manual: Since this current application was mainly relating to UMTS module, only the UMTS 
portion of the user manual was submitted. For full user manual of laptop, WLAN, BT please refer to 
Granted application as stated in the cover letter and Sierra authorization letter (attached) 

 
User manual also attached. 
 
2) if not in filing already, please provide details about whether and how transmitter or display 
orientation are disabled for certain edge positions facing a user 
Yes, some edges as stated in the supplied report are disabled. This is done in the factory by 
installing a limited rotation video driver of the laptop. 

3) fyi we note FCCID in SAR report sec. 3.1 does not match application 

Your FYI point is noted. 
4) As we understand this is C2pc to register collocation evaluation for N7NMC8781-F separately with 
models T5010 and T1010 and fccids EJE-WB0058, EJE-WB0059, EJE-WB0060 . Cover letters 
mention simultaneous transmission. Whereas FCC Lab are revising policies in attempt to streamline 
whether or not all FCCIDs when integrated within a multi-module product are required to submit 
separate C2pc, at least the full locations and descriptions info for all antennas and transmitter 
powers during SAR, and simultaneous SAR info where applicable, should be submitted in case only 
a single C2pc filing is used; this info was not found - please explain and/or submit. 
 
Since FCC is still revising these policies, we have just gone by our previous submissions where only 
one C2PC application was submitted for a Multi-module product. Please see application for N7N-
MC5725-F. We have written to the FCC (Tim) in the past about this issue and will be writing further 
with comments before the Oct TCBC. 
 
Regards 

 
____________ 
Chieu Huynh 
EMC Technologies Pty Ltd    


